Quiltsmart’s Double Wedding Ring Printed
Fusible Interfacing makes this quilt EASY!
Single Sheet Inspirations

DOUBLE WEDDING RING

IT’s ALLABOUT the RING
by Mattie Rhoades Haines

This sheet gives information that, when combined with the Quiltsmart Double Wedding Ring Snuggler
Pack, will make the charmingly-cheerful lap size quilt pictured here. What is unique about this layout is
that there are all whole rings - no partial rings, so that there are 4 arcs of each of 12 colors. We used a Moda
“Scrumptious by Bonnie and Camille” Layer Cake pack for this fun quilt!
• Pick 12 colors and make 4 arcs of each - EASY!
• A great quilt to use up your stash!
• For other great “Single Sheet Inspirations”, see our website!

Yardage &
Cutting

Approx finished size:
57” x 69”
You will need:
(1) Quiltsmart Double
Wedding Ring Snuggler
Pack
Background Squares:
3½ yards
Cut (30) 12” squares.
Arcs:
Cut into (12) 10-11”
squares - see step 3 & 4
first!
Jewels (Intersections):
¼ yard each of 2 colors
(or scraps). Cut a total of
(80) 2½” squares (40 of
each color).
Backing: 3 ½ yards (piece
crosswise)
Batting: 63” x 75”
Binding: ½ yard or scraps.
Cut (7) 2½” width of
fabric strips or equivalent
in scraps.
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DOUBLEWEDDINGRING

• No curved piecing - clever appliqué method!
• Square blocks sew up fast!
• You’ll love the beautiful results!
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You will need the Quiltsmart
Double
Wedding
Ring
Snuggler Pack, which includes
Instructions and 4 panels of
Quiltsmart printed fusible interfacing.
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Follow Yardage & Cutting chart
to the left to cut your fabrics. Cut
the 4 interfacing panels each into 4
sections, for a total of 16 sections, each
with 4 arcs. You will need 64 arcs for the
“It’s all About the Ring” layout.
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Center the interfacing arc
sections over the fabric squares.
Place them “Rough to Right” - Rough
side of interfacing to Right side of fabric.
You will be able to read the words
“This side up.” The “wings” (step 14,
Snuggler Instructions) will extend
past the 10” or 11” fabric square. Pin
if you wish between the arcs. For 10”
squares: when the arc is placed like a
“smile”, the lower-end dots (enlarged
above) will touch the fabric square edge
(shown orange).

Stitch on the solid lines from
dot to dot. Then, cut sections
into individual arcs. Follow steps 11
- 24 of the Snuggler Instructions,
using the layout above. We find it
easiest to lay out the whole design
before you sew the blocks together.
Note: For step 15, place one arc on
each perimeter “square” (instead of
rectangle).
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In general, we recommend using
11” strips cut into 11” squares for
Quiltsmart solid arc designs - that allows
a bit of “wiggle room”. Even though we
recommend 11” strips, use of the popular
pre-cut 10” squares is possible (see step 4).
Either way, squares (as opposed to strips)
are easiest to work with in this layout,
because 4 arcs fit on one square. Cut your
12 fabrics into squares, if not already done.

Optional: On the 4 outside
corners, we left out the inside
and outside Jewels to create the
butterfly effect. We “all-over” quilted
for a quick, simple and modern
finished quilt! This quilt is bound
with leftover squares from the “layer
cake” pack that we used for the
arcs. Cut (27) 2½” strips from the
remaining 10” squares and stitch
those end to end (they don’t all need
to be different fabrics). Enjoy!

